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ABSTRACT
The proposed demonstration requests DBPedia.org, gets the
results and uses them to populate wiki pages with semantic
annotations using RDFaLite. These annotations are persisted in
a RDF store and we will show how this data can be reused by
other applications, e.g. for a semantic mashup that displays all
collected metadata about cities on a single map page. It has been
developed using WikiNEXT, a mix between a semantic wiki and
a web-based IDE. The tool is online1, open source2; screencasts
are available on YouTube (look for “WikiNext”).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.4.3 [Organizational Impacts]: Computer-supported
collaborative work.
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1. Introduction / motivation
Wikis appeared in 1995 with Ward Cunningham’s wiki,
changing radically the way people could produce documents on
the web. It was the beginning of the web 2.0. Soon many
different wiki engines (this is how we call the software that
powers wiki web sites) appeared, specialized for writing online
encyclopedias (MediaWiki, that powers Wikipedia), or targeted
to private organizations [5]. We call these ones “application
wikis”, they propose features, such as: database integration,
access control, versioning, possibility to embed HTML forms in
pages, templates for formatting documents, and the possibility to
write small applications using the page editor. Wiki engines
such as TWiki, FOSWiki, TikiWiki, Confluence, XWiki,
Mindtouch, belong to that category of wikis. In 2005,
researchers from the Semantic Web domain introduced the
“semantic wikis”: wikis for creating/maintaining ontologies
(data models) collaboratively and/or for annotating wiki content
with semantic metadata, and enable requesting/reasoning on the
embedded data. Overviews of such wikis can be found in [5].
Our group has a strong experience in that field as we developed
two semantic wikis over the last seven years. We also wrote for
the W3C3 an HTML5 course4 that includes lots examples that
involve HTML/JavaScript/CSS. This course is powered by the
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moodle5 e-learning platform; a CMS specialized for managing
online courses of any kind. Integrating interactive programming
examples in moodle turned to be so painful and limited (using,
iframes) that we hosted externally the examples on jsbin.com, a
popular web-based IDE. Our research group also developed the
French version of DBPedia.org6, a semantic database that holds
the data from Wikipedia and accepts SPARQL7. This project
needed a front end for developing examples programs that
consume and exploit its data. Here, too, we imagined a wiki
engine that could act as a front-end: one could write applications
from within the wiki, which can talk to DBPedia.fr, could write
tutorials made both of text and application code that can be
modified collaboratively. These ideas led to WikiNext, a wiki
engine that integrates HTML5/JavaScript, proposes some APIs
for exploiting the web of data (request and process data from
different sources, cache them, aggregate them, write code that
manipulate them for visualization, mashups, annotating text
content, etc.). WikiNEXT mixes the editing of “documents” and
the editing of “source code of applications within the
documents”, provides a templating system, comes with
examples, tutorials, has features for adding external JavaScript
libraries, etc.

2. State of the art
Semantic Wikis: The first wave of semantic wikis started in
2005, with wiki engines such as Semantic Media Wiki [1],
IkeWiki [2] OntoWiki [4] or SweetWiki [3]. They all proposed
to add semantic metadata to documents, and used internally
some formal language to store them, such as RDF (Resource
Description Framework), OWL (Web Ontology Language), or
Conceptual Graphs [7]. These metadata can be exploited to add
new functionalities to the wiki: augmented navigation,
visualization of metadata, search and retrieval or reasoning. The
SPARQL language8 is often used internally for querying RDF
data. Wiki engines like Semantic MediaWiki based on the
MediaWiki engine, or SemperWiki[8] used wiki markup syntax
for adding semantic annotations to wiki pages. OntoWiki is
more of an ontology editor, and proposes user-friendly interface
that offers different views and browsing and editing interfaces
over existing data.
Today, semantic wikis, which are still active [15] either (1) kept
adding new functionalities using plugins or extensions or (2)
relied on external tools or web services. The Halo9 extension of
Semantic Media Wiki proposes forms, auto-completion, a
WYSIWYG editor, the integration of audios and videos files,
and the integration of a SPARQL endpoint, or more complex
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eextensions such as MoKi [13] (ffocuses on enterrprise modeling))
aand OWiki [12] (ontology-driveen generation of
o wiki content),
aalso based on Sem
mantic Media Wiki,
W
belong to th
he first category.
T
The KiWi projeect (Knowledgee in Wiki [10]]), successor off
IkkeWiki, or Sw
weetDeki [11] the wiki thatt succeeded to
o
S
SweetWiki[3], and
a
has been integrated in th
he ISICIL ANR
R
pproject [11], belong to the secon
nd category.
W
Web-Based IDE
Es: JavaScript based
b
source co
ode editors likee
C
Code Mirror10, ACE
A
Cloud911 or
o ternjs12 propo
ose features such
h
aas syntax highlig
ghting, auto-com
mpletion, and hav
ve been used by
y
m
many online ID
DEs, well known
n by web deveelopers, such ass
jssbin.com, jsfidd
dle.net or tinkerb
bin.com. These IDEs
I
enable reall
tiime editing of HTML/CSS/JavaScript code in the browser,
innstant preview when
w
files are updated,
u
etc. Mo
ost of these toolss
hhowever, are san
ndboxes for testing code online or for writing
g
ssmall examples like the ones we
w developed for
f the HTML5
5
ccourse we wrotee. WikiNext sharres lots of the features
fe
found in
n
thhe last generatio
on of these toolls (instant preview, run code in
n
thhe browser, etc.) and mixes them
m with a wiki ap
pproach, an APII
ffor exploiting Lin
nked Data and an
a original backeend that includess
aan RDF data sto
ore and a NOSQ
QL database. Fig
gure 1 shows thee
ccode editors pressent in the WikiN
NEXT user interface.

33. WikiNEX
XT
A
Application wikiis, semantic wikiis, modern onlin
ne IDEs: we tried
d
too mix them all with
w WikiNEXT
T; we considered
d each page as a
w
web application, composed of HTML/CSS/Java
H
aScript code. Wee
pprovided several editors in the browser,
b
for editting the text and
d
thhe JavaScript so
ource code, and
d provided an API
A for “talking
g
w
with the wiki en
ngine internals”. Consider the text content of a
w
wiki page as datta: the application part of the page
p
(JavaScriptt
ccode) can collecct semantic dataa from an exterrnal source, usee
thhem for annotatting the document, extract inform
mation from thee
teext for suggestin
ng tags, add graphic visualizatio
ons, save data in
n
a cache, etc. WikiNEXT
W
has been
b
designed for making thee
pprocess of writin
ng such applicatiion easier, and without
w
the need
d
too use any extraa tool. It proposees a real client side application
n
laayer that enablees richer data manipulation usin
ng semantic web
b
sstandards, an AP
PI for caching and updating data, and more.
T
The online proto
otype comes witth many examplles and tutorials,
ee.g. for writing applications thaat exploit the semantic databasee
D
DBPedia.org, fo
or processing th
he semantic datta collected and
d
eenhancing wiki documents,
d
etc. This makes WikiNEXT a good
d
toool for teaching semantic web teechnologies, witthout the need to
o
innstall any software. It is also a good
g
tool for colllecting data and
d
inntegrating them in documents.

33.1 Architeecture overv
view
T
The WikiNEXT
T JavaScript AP
PI provides num
merous objects,
eevents and methods that can be used by applicaations developed
d
w
within the wiki. In
I an MVC paraadigm, the JavaS
Script part of thee
ppage will be the business layer and
a the Controlleer, the View partt
w
will be done in the
t HTML/CSS of the page, and
d the Model partt
iss composed of RDF
R
metadata.
W
WikiNEXT articcles/pages are asssociated with a set of metadataa
thhat describe theeir basic characteristics: Title, Article, Author,
C
Contributor, Date, etc. But articlles are also conttainers: they can
n
hhold metadata crreated manually
y or added auto
omatically by an
n
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EXT uses scheema.org13 vocaabularies to
appliccation. WikiNE
descri
ribe the default sstructure of articcles, users’ details, etc. Each
articlee is representedd semantically aas a named grapph made of
RDFaa/RDFalite annootations, whose name is based on its URI
(Unifform Resource Identifiers). Wee call this graphh the Local
Know
wledge Base. Thhe full stack off wiki articles give us the
Globaal Knowledge Baase, the union off all the named ggraphs.

Figu
ure 1: WikiNEX
XT page editorss, the different tabs show
the H
HTML editor, tthe JavaScript editor (currentt view) and
the library manageement tab.
The metadata geneerated by appliications embeddded in the
page//article, e.g. a lisst of countries reesulting from a request or a
web services call to DBPedia.org, are also represeented in the
page as RDFa/RDFaL
Lite14 annotationns. WikiNEXT pparses these
annottations and saves them in a moddified version off RDFStorejs [144], which suppports SPARQL 1.1. The tradiitional page
conteent is stored ass objects in a MongoDB15 daatabase, and
indexxes for the textuaal page content aare generated thiis way.

3.2 Implementtation
WikiN
NEXT has beenn written from scratch in JavvaScript and
reliess on the Node.js HTTP server and on the MongoDB
databbase. Node.js16 (N
Node) is an I/O environment buuilt on top of
Googgle Chrome's JaavaScript runtim
me — essentiallyy, a serverside iimplementation of a JavaScript interpreter. MoongoDB is a
No S
SQL document-ooriented databaase. RDFstore-jss triples are
also persisted in M
MongoDB, thenn, RDF triples are both
DFstore-js usingg SPARQL, but aalso directly
accesssible through RD
ugh MongoDB. W
With these techhnological choices, we tried
throug
to miinimize the num
mber of languagges and the num
mber of data
formaats used in WikiN
NEXT: JavaScript can be used iin the whole
proceess of developpment both foor programminng and for
persisstence, both on tthe client side annd on the server side.

4. D
Demonstrattion proposeed: the Cityy
App
plication
This aapplication requuests DBPedia.org, gets the resuults and uses
them to populate wiiki pages with semantic annotaations using
RDFaaLite. These annnotations are persisted in the wikki RDF store
and w
we will show how this dataa can be reuseed by other
13
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aapplications, e.g
g. for a seman
ntic mashup th
hat displays alll
ccollected metad
data about citiies on a sing
gle map page.
S
Screencasts of th
his application are
a available on YouTube (look
k
ffor “WikiNext”)..

Figgure 3: City app
plication, here w
we see the form
m that will
requeest DBPedia.org and display th
he results in thee local page
or in a new p
page.
Fig
gure 2: WikiNE
EXT Architecturre.
T
This application is online on thee WikiNEXT weeb site17 and can
n
bbe run, edited or cloned by any user.
u
It is compossed of:
1. A View form
m: as shown in Figure
F
3, it allow
ws users to look
k
for informatiion about a city and creates a neew page with thee
found inform
mation or makess an update if th
he page for thiss
city already exists
e
in the wiki.
2. An applicatio
on code that fin
nds information about a city by
y
querying DB
BPedia.org18’s SP
PARQL endpoin
nt.
3. A template for displaying the data collected, we use a
yout.
template thatt gives a nice lay
4. Some code for creating a new page: in order to reusee
information, WikiNEXT offfers the possibility to createe
pages that contain both information ab
bout cities and
d
notations.
semantic ann

44.1 Retrieving data
T
The WikiNEXT
T API proposes some “defaultt” rendering forr
ddisplaying RDF data, we call this mode “sparql On Fly”, see thee
eexample of Figu
ure 4. On the oth
her hand, it is po
ossible to createe
ssome “template pages”
p
in order to have a more meaningful and
d
sstructured view of
o the informatio
on, as shown in Figure
F
5.
T
The principle is simple to use an
nd permits the decoupling of thee
U
UI (User Interfacce) definition fro
om the data. Thee user needs firstt
too define the UI in
i the HTML paart as the example below:
W
Welcome to {{
{city}}.

Inn the JavaScriptt part data will taake this form:
v
var data = {c
city: ‘Nice’}
};

T
The result will bee:
W
Welcome to Ni
ice.

W
WikiNEXT prop
poses an API wiith various featu
ures to cache thee
ddata collected fro
om external dataa sources, refressh existing ones,
eetc. Figure 2 sh
hows the complete functional diagram of thee
W
WikiNEXT archiitecture.

Figu
ure 4: Results frrom DBPedia, d
default renderin
ng without
u
using a templatee. We call this m
mode “sparql O
On Fly”.

4.2 Processingg data
The ttemplate both haandles the displaay of the data rettrieved from
DBPeedia, and the RD
DFa Lite annotattions. For exampple, a city is
defineed by:
<span
n about={{_i
id}} typeof=”
”City”>
<h1 p
ame”>{{city}}</h1>
property=”na
…
</spa
an>

In thhe code above we defined an object with iddentification
“{{_iid}}” and that haas an RDF type “City”, from thee vocabulary
http://
//schema.org/Citty. This vocabullary states that a City has a
propeerty “name”, andd we will give itt the value “{{ccity}}”. This
syntax
ax comes from thhe templating enngine we use (muustache.js).
The JJavaScript code bbelow fills the teemplate with reaal values:
var p
pagedata = { };
paged
pedia result
data.city = city; // dbp
artic
extHelper.cit
ty(pagedata);
;
cle = wikine

177
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compared to classical solutions that involve Desktop Based
tools. WikiNEXT is used now at the University of Nice/France
and by the w3devcampus, the online platform that hosts the
HTML5 W3C course.
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